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 In one way or another, since the mid 50s 
shows like Perry Mason, LA Law, Ally McBeal and 
Law & Order have appeared on screen. It’s 
hardly selling a dream.
 Food television is different; it is 
aspirational based in factual. For all the 
good that food television does by promoting 
nutrition and teaching cookery skills – the 
craft – most food television is made for the 
dreamer, showing pretty food porn images 
and hitting its audience’s escapist desires 
square on. For all the easy lessons from 
small kitchens in Paris with ingredients 

sourced from the most organic of organic 
farms, it all returns to the simple premise 
that cookery is craft. 
 Ultimately for this I blame the French 
Revolution. The French Revolution is the clue 
to why we idolise food television and celebrity 
chefs. French chefs fled to England where, 
in English society, having a French chef was 
most sought after by the upper classes. It 
doesn’t take a great leap to consider that food 
style has fashionably passed down through 
the generations. If they’d had television then, 
they’d have bee watching Bourgeois Chef.

 Julia Child in America and Fanny Cradock 
in the UK may have pioneered food television, 
but it was in the mid-90s when a new wave of 
food television talent and programming took 
hold. Loyd Grossman’s original MasterChef 
galvanised the genre. 
 Grossman invited us to believe that cooking 
was not as complex as the French masters 
made out, and that that we at home, with 
some basic cooking knowledge, could produce 
more interesting and advanced meals. The 
late 90s dropped Jamie onto us, when he was 
‘discovered’ by a television producer whilst 
busily working one night. Nigella Lawson was 
also unfurled, her bosomy banter still leaving 
more seasoned television chefs breathless 
trying to keep up with her viewer ratings. 
These two personalities flicked the food 
television switch into overdrive.
 Cooking, accelerated by food media, is 
now a valid route to success in the restaurant 
business, and fame is available to all. The 
amount of people on shows like MasterChef who 
‘can’t believe I’ve made it to the finals’ as cooking in 
a professional kitchen ‘is my dream’ anecdotally 
supports this. Here’s a thought: get a job as a 
commis – you don’t need a television show for 
that unless your goal is fame, notoriety or a 

fast-track to funding for your own restaurant 
venture. 
 The arguments for altruistic motives are 
further reduced when you consider that it’s 
never been easier to produce content. With 
a laptop and a small camera you can write a 
book, blog, produce ‘television’ shows for 
YouTube, make a podcast or even write food 
software. But it’s not the tools or the desire 
that is missing. It’s the instant market hit or 
exposure that mass media provides, and right 
now, nothing but mass media can deliver on 
that wish.
 Bocuse, Floyd, Stein, Oliver et al all took 
the lucrative alternative route, but do we want 
to hear from all chefs or cooks, as if a television/
book tie-in was the natural progression from 
sous-chef? In such an environment, the media’s 
role in food culture and the outcomes it 
produces need to be examined. You don’t need 
much skill or talent to be a celebrity, and with 
some image crafting you can be on television 
regardless of skills. The lines well and truly 
blur now. Chefs as celebrities. Celebrities as 
chefs. Everyday people, now celebrity chefs. 
 

 with chefs and talking to some food TV 
insiders has taught me a few things about chefs. 
Above all, they love gossip. They want to 
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know what the other chefs are cooking, how 
the other restaurants in town are doing, who’s 
stealing recipes from whom, even who’s been 
doing whom. But ultimately for the brigade 
bravado chefs, like all of us, they can’t escape 
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs – they feed their 
base desires above all. 
 Success and recognition for effort weigh 
huge on a chef. Television can provide that 
in bucketloads. Restaurants full, customers 
pleased, books launched, new series 
commissioned. And let’s not mince our words 
– a chef on television gets paid a lot of money 
compared to sweating up a fresh case of The 
Arse on the line each night.
 Some chefs understand, if not necessarily 
like, that there are some public profile 
duties attached to their craft. They’ll do the 
minimum for a bit of promotion or PR, but 
that’s it. I can’t help but think that the true 
craftsperson chef prefers to be in the kitchen 
and nowhere else. The good ones know that 
they cook lunch and dinner for money. But the 
truth is, and this is where the tension lies, that 
the Siren songs of fame and television are a near 
impossible to refuse (though a lot draw the line 
at Saturday Morning Kitchen). The exposure and 
resulting adulation brings a hit of assurance to 
a chef in a world normally beset by self-doubt 
and need for validation.

 Like anything lusted after, it feeds the ego 
until the counterbalance of self-doubt sours 
into resentfulness. This unhealthy acceptance-
fuelled cocktail is ultimately the downfall of 
many, and the desire for television induced 
riches leaves the mouth dry, heart empty and 
soul bitter towards the machine that fed the 
chefs desires in the first place. 

 No one ever became a lawyer by being 
on television, yet people can become chefs 
and open restaurants because of television 
appearances. People who tread that path 
remind me of people who start orations 
with ‘I’m not a lawyer, but I know a little 
bit about the law’. You can only brace for 
the cringing impact. It must be the same for 
chefs who practice for years, learning their 
craft, building a reputation, only to be faced 
with bubbly cooking show contestants with 
a few stages and some screen time on their 
CV blithering about their new cookbook 
pop-up tie-in. The law of unintended 
consequences has raised a vacuous army 
of ‘chefs’, peddling half-baked anecdotes 
whilst awkwardly promoting their new 
books. 

 There is another exception that proves the 
rule and injects hope in actual craft over mere 
media profile. In spite of some interesting 
and lucrative offers that stemmed from her 
appearance on MasterChef, one contestant 
chose instead to attend catering college and 
work on the line each day perfecting and 
shaping her craft. That’s really the only way 
to do it: get the craft right first, in a way that 
no amount of short term stints in a kitchen 
can ever achieve. With her unmanicured, 
short-nailed, gritty chef’s hands, I know 
who I’d back in the long term when opening 
a restaurant. 
 But fame and profile is no guarantee of 
success, even if it lessens the risk to the 
celebrity or to their business partners. Just 
look at Gregg Wallace’s desolate multi-
phoenix Gregg’s Table in Bermondsey, and 
compare it to the Wahaca empire from 
former 2005 Master Chef winner Thomasina 
Miers. ‘Lest ye be judged’ comes to mind.
 Television presents ideas to us, and in 
my case intrigued me enough to become a 
lawyer after a brief dalliance with broadcast 
radio. I’m not sure if that’s the same for 
food. I can’t rule it out, but I can trace the 
restaurant fascination back to when I was 
nine. My mother managed a prominent hotel 
when I was growing up, and I watched the 

chefs in the kitchen and helped wash glasses 
in the cocktail bar. Plus my dad spent a lot 
of time teaching me the finer arts of BBQ 
cooking and beer. Television may not have 
inspired my interest in food and restaurants, 
but it certainly nurtures it.
 Perhaps television shows go beyond 
inspiration and disseminate personal envy 
of what others have – credible or not – and 
that’s what bothers me. I’ve considered 
seriously opening a bistro, and spent a 
great deal of time researching the reality 
of just what is involved in doing so. If 
offered television or a book deal as a short 
cut to get to the goal, I’d consider it. I’d 
probably take the deal; after all, being a 
lawyer makes me a stereotypical MasterChef 
contestant.  But it bothers me that some 
have media success without putting in the 
hard yards first, or blatantly use the media 
to fast track themselves into the public mind 
and their own restaurant. I’m well aware of 
that irony-clad conclusion, given that I am 
playing its game too. After all, I’ve written 
this hoping people would read it.  
 The French Revolutionary chef exile has 
come full circle, but we now go to the great 
chefs – they no longer come to us. Still their 
historic position, of skills first with acclaim 
following, remains true. 



  

 Sitting in my dining room, idly 
toying with a glass of Lynch Bages 
82, engaged in the ticklish task of 
repairing my truffle grater, I happened 
to notice a small pile of papers left 
on the table by Brygida, my faithful 
housekeeper. 
 On top of the pile was a voucher 
for a restaurant – O’Leary’s of 
Knightsbridge – which promised 
£10 off one’s first meal, and further 
pledged to ‘strip away the fripperies 
of fine dining’. Since my editor has 
been badgering me for months to 
write something which panders to 

the country’s neurotic recession 
obsession (this despite his two sports 
cars and his mansion in Belgravia),  
I thought I might try it out.
 Who better to take than Brygida, 
a woman whose morose outlook 
on life can be neatly summed up by 
the philosophy ‘every silver lining has 
a cloud’? If Mr O’Leary’s concept 
of no-frills gastronomy could put a 
smile on her face, he would indeed 
be a giant amongst caterers.
 As we journeyed to Knightsbridge, 
Brygida confided that she had been 
given the voucher ‘by low-cost airline 

stewardess’ – I presume she meant 
the airline was low-cost, not the 
stewardess – on her recent sojourn 
to Poland. Apparently Mr O’Leary 
had made his fortune in aviation, and 
the restaurant business was a new 
departure.
 Arriving in a smart side-street just 
off the Brompton Road, I was a little 
dismayed to see not the welcoming 
windows of a bustling bistro, but a 
fleet of garishly liveried minibuses, 
each painted with the legend 
‘O’Leary’s Brasserie’. ‘Is normal,’ said 
Brygida, glumly. ‘Is never where they 
say. Airport in Warsaw is many miles 
from city. Close to Belarus.’
 An hour or so later, we arrived 
at a town called Croydon, where 
we were ejected from our bus and 
told to join a long queue. I queried 
why others seemed to be entering 
the restaurant ahead of us, and was 
informed that we might join them 
were we to pay extra for ‘Speedy 
Seating’ tickets. This I did, and within 
a few minutes we were greeted by 
a rather harassed maître d’, who 
relieved me of more money to take 
charge of our coats for the evening, 
with a special supplement levied on 

my ‘outsize’ golfing umbrella.
 I pointed to a small but 
tolerable table in the corner of the 
fluorescently lit room. ‘That will do 
us nicely,’ I told the manager. ‘That’ll 
be extra,’ he told me. ‘More legroom.’ 
Reluctantly, I coughed up, and asked 
for the menu. ‘Didn’t you print it 
out before you came?’ he asked. He 
referred me to the small print on the 
back of Brygida’s voucher. 
 Once seated, I took out my 
antique ivory magnifying glass and 
examined O’Leary’s minuscule ‘Terms 
and Conditions’. These included 
supplements not just for a menu, but 
for metal cutlery, china plates, non-
plastic wineglasses and even salt and 
pepper. 
 Brygida and I faced each other, 
bolt upright on our immovable seats. 
Behind her, I could see into the 
kitchen, where several stupefied staff 
were loading a bank of microwaves 
with packets from a box labelled 
‘Polski Gastronomiczny’. Our waiter 
told us that the menu ‘is sourced 
from our overseas partners for 
maximum value’; in other words, 
whatever Mr O’Leary’s passengers 
failed to consume on his aircraft 
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was boxed up and sent to the lucky 
diners of Croydon.
 On learning that tonight’s cuisine 
was from her homeland, Brygida 
brightened briefly, but after one taste 
of her starter of barszcz (a beetroot 
soup which glowed menacingly in the 
harsh light) she laid down her spoon, 
declaring ‘Is rubbish. My grandmother 
make better than this, and she is crap 
cook. Not feed to pigs.’
 My own starter of pierogi – 
dumplings – was equally disastrous: 
sullen semicircles of grey dough 
filled with a mysterious slurry. I 
offered one to Brygida, who spat it 
out and, suddenly nauseous, ran in 
the direction of the toilets, only to 
discover that she needed to purchase 
a token first.
 You will not be surprised to hear 
that we skipped the main course 
and contented ourselves with some 
tough bread rolls and plastic cheese 
to accompany a bottle of some 
appalling gutrot which the waiter had 
the nerve to describe as ‘Bulgarian 
claret’. Halfway through pouring it, 
he – and every other waiter in the 
room – stopped what he was doing, 
the lights started to flash on and 

off disconcertingly, and he started 
pestering us into buying lottery 
tickets. 
 We decided not to avail ourselves 
of the digestif cart, which boasted 
two rolls of sachets marked ‘Brandy-
style beverage’ and ‘Albanian whisky’; 
nor of the sweet trolley, which 
featured several lurid cakes lathered 
in what appeared to be shaving foam. 
I paid for our dinner – there was 
another surcharge for using my bank 
card, a charge I could have apparently 
avoided had I proffered a card from 
an obscure bank owned by Mr 
O’Leary and based in Sierra Leone – 
we collected our coats and took our 
seats on the minibus.
 The journey passed in silence, 
save sporadic rumblings from our 
empty stomachs. I calculated the cost 
of our supplement-laden dinner at 
somewhere north of £160, roughly 
the same as I would pay for a slap-
up dinner for two at Racine, just 
next to where Mr O’Leary’s minibus 
deposited us. Which, to the delight of 
Brygida, is exactly what I did. Even in 
a recession, I reflected over the port, 
diners can be forgiven for seeking the 
occasional frill.
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